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UNEMPLOYMENT:
CONCEPTS AND ISSUES
BY
DR. A. ENGI.AMA*
source of concem

b

policy makers

as well as the general citizenry.
Thisis because high unemployment
means that the economy is
throwing away output by failing
to put its people to work. As

Layard et al (1994) puts it,

because one cf the macroeconomic

unemployment genenlly reduces
output and aggregate income.
It increases inequality, since the
unemployed lose more than the
employed. It erodes human
capital and it involves psychic
costs. Though unemployment
increases leisure, the pain of
rejection largely oftsets the value

objectives of any society is to

of this. Those who arc unemployed

Dr. A. Englunru

INTRODUCTION

Tr n. employment provisions
offered by an economy can
gauge its pt:rformance. This is

achieve full employment.

A

gainfully empioyed labour force
and active population have high
potentials to contribute to the
growth of national output for the

promotion of economic

development. The income
derived as remuneration to
labour, complemented by social
programmes on food, shelter,
health and education, enhances
the standard of living of workers.
Economic development is ta rgeted

at people; hence the issue of
population, employment,
oyment, undererndqnst
and economic development are
closely related. In this regard,
u

nem

p

I

III examines the definitions

and
concepts of unemployment. The
conceptual issues in measuring
unemployment in Nigeria are the

subjects of Section IV and the
paper is concluded.in Section V.

II.

THEORETICAL
FRAMEWORK

The economic thinking before
1930, generally referred to as
the dassical economics propounded

that the economy will always be
at full employ'ment state. This
is so because the demand for

are largely attributed to the
problem of unemployment.

labourwill always equalthe supply
of labour at the prevailing money
wage rate. If for any reason,
there was an increase in labour
supply the money wage will fall
and more workers would be
employed. Similarly, if there is
shoftage of workers, the money
wage would rise eliminating the
shortage. Thus, in the classical
sense there will not be involuntary
unemployment. However, with

Similarly, the problem of armed
robbery and other social vices

the great depression of the
1930s, this classical theory could

are largelybaced to unemployment

not hold, as there was wide
spread unemployment. Keynes

sometimes feel as if the society
does not need them. People
need to be needed.

ent

nem ploym
therefo re
causes misery social unrest and
hopelessness for the unemployed.
The recent ethnic and religious
crises in some pat of this country
U

as many robbers confessed to
the fact that they were led into

robbery on account of
nem

loyment.

therefore, attributed the
u

nem ployment to insufflcient

Therefore,

the higher the employment

aggregate demand, In The Geneml

a proper understanding of the

opportunities generated by the
economy, the beterthe economyb
performance. This is more so

concepts and the issues involved

in an economy characterized by

prcffered. This paper is accordingly
divided into five sections. Following
this introduction, Section II gives
the theoretica I fiamework; Section

Theory, Keynes assumed that
workers are unwilling to accept
a cut in money wages in order
to secure more employment.
Even though they would accept
an equivalent reduction in the

labour abundance. Therefore,
the exi$ence of high unemployrnent

in any economy becomes a
*Dr Englams

u

p

in measuring unemployment is
necessary if solutions are to be

real wage rate brought about by
an increase in the price level

is an Asshtsnl Director of Research Dept., CBN, Abujo.
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while moneywage mte remained
undnnged. lKeynes did rct atbibnE

this to irrationality on the part
of workers but to a desire to
preserve their wage relativities.
Workers are concerned with the
real wage they receive and not
just its money value. Because
the price level is not determined
in any single market, workers

can only bargain directly for
money wages and not real
wages. Therefore, workers are
willing to accept a cut in real
wages that stems from a rising
price level but not one caused
by a cut in money wages, because

the former affects all workers
more or less equally and does

split among labour such that

This definition of unemployment
requires that there would be
recorded ftgurc fu r unemployment
(which include only those actively
looking for work and registered).

they allseem fully employed, but
in reality much of their time is
spent in unproductive activities.
In shoft, it means that given the

nt rnay $gnificanUy

resources, there exist surplus

understate the numbers who are
actually willing to work at the
existing set of wage rate. Of
course, there-are many people
without a job and are looking
for work but have not bothered
to register as unemployed.
These people will not be included
in the official statistics for the
registered labour force, nor will

labour whose withdrawal from
say a sector would not reduce
total output. In other words,

they appear as registered

considered

The recorded figure for techniques and productive
u n e m p I oyme

the marginal productivity of labour
is zero. Underemployment on
the other hand, is measured by
the number of hours worked. In
Nigeria, those who work for less

than 40 hours a week for
involuntary reasons are
u

nderemployed.

unemployment. Yet from

not alter relative real wages. In
contrast, a cut in money wages

an
economic viewpoint, such people
are in the labour force and are

Unemployment is a stock concept

is seen as affecting only that

unemployed. This probably e<plains

Like a pool of water, its level rises

pafticular group of workers and
adversely affecting their real
wage relative to other income
groups.

why the official statistics released
by the Federal Office of Statistics

III.

DEFINITIONS AND

CONCEPTS OF
UNEMPLOYMENT
A person is said to be unemployed
when he or she is able and willing

to work and is available for work
(that is, the person is actively
searching for employment) but

does not have work. The
number of people unemployed

in an economy is the number of
people whom that description
fits. The unemployment rate in

an economy is the number of
people unemployed expressed
as a percentage of the total labour

force. The total labour force

is

defined as the number of people

employed plus the number of
people unemployed within the
age bracket of 18-60 years.

(FOS) present low rate of
u nem ployment. Because even
though there are employment
exchange offices in Nigeria,
unemployed persons are
discouraged from registering
with them because of poor job
placements and lack of special
benefits for the registered
u nem ployed. Consequently, the

unemployment figures in Nigeria

are obtained through labour
force sample suruey, by asking
if the person has worked in the
past week preceding the survey.

Obviously, because even a
graduate who hawked would
respond yes to that question, the
unemployment rate willalways be
very low, e.g. 3.3 per cent in
lune 1999. Therefore, the major
problem we have in Nigeria is in
terms of disguised unemployment
and underemployment. Disguised
unemployment is a situation in
which available work tasks are
2

measured at a point in time.

when inflow (the newly

loyed ) exceed outflows
(people getting new jobs or
u

nem

p

quitting the labour force

altogether). There are three
ways to become unemployed.
Some people are sacked or
made redundant (job-losers);
others are temporarily laid off
but would eventually be rehired
by the same company; and
some people voluntary quit their
existing jobs. But the inflow to
unemployment can also come
from people not previously in the

labour force: school-leavers
(new entrants), and people who
once had a job, then ceased
even to register as unemployed,
and are now coming back into
the labour force in search of a
job (re-entrants).
People leave the unemployment

pool in opposite directions.
Some get jobs and others give
up looking for jobs and leave the
labour force completely. Although

October/December 2001
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some of this latter group may
simply haue reached the retirement

age at which they can draw a
pension, many of them are
discouraged job seekers, people
who would like to work but have
ceased to believe that suitable
jobs are available and voluntarily
withdraw from the labour force.
Although, these people may not
be measured in the unemployment
figures, they are unemployed in
the sense that they would accept
a job if one were available at
the going wage rate.

(a) The Classification of
Unemployment
Unemployment can be classified
in various ways. They can be
grouped by perconal chancteristics,
such as age, sex, degree of skill
or education or ethnic group.
The; can also be classified by
geographical location, occupation,
the dumtion of the unemployment
or reasons for their unemployment.

(b) Types of Unemployrnent
Economists used

to classify

they must search for new jobs,
which takes time. People who

trade union power or

are unemployed while searching
for jobs are said to be frictionally
unemployed. The normal fu mover
of labour would cause some
frictional unemployment to pemist,

which enforces a wage in excess
of the equilibrium wage rate. In
modern times unemployment is
generally categ orized into

even if the economy were at

voluntary and involuntary.

potential income and the sffucture
ofjobs in terms of skills, industries,

often said to exist when

caused either by the exercise of

minimum wage legislation

Involuntary unemployment

u nem ployed workers are willing
to work at current wage rate but
are unable to find jobs. Voluntary

o Structura! Unemployment:
refers to unemployment arising
because there is mismatch of
skills and job opportunities when
the pattern of demand and
production changes. For e<ample,
a skilled welder may have
worked for 25 years in ship
building but is made redundant
at 50 when the industry contracts
in the face of foreign competition.
That worker may have to retrain
in a new skill, which is more in
demand in today's economy.
But firms may be reluctant to
take on and train older workers.
Such workers become the victims
of structural unem ployment.

unemployment, on the other
hand refers to a situation where

.

labour, is unwilling to work at the
prevailing money wage. Generally,
he achievement of fu ll employment
is difficult at any given point in
time, as there are always some

frictional unemployment i.e.
those who hop between jobs.
Therefore, in economic theory

a certain percentage of
unemployment say 5% is
considered full employment or
Natural Rate of unemployment.
In the next section, we shall
examine some of the issues
imoh,ed in measuring unemployrrent
in Nigeria

Demand-Deficit ry.
Unemployment: this

classical.

refers

o Frictional Unemployment:
results from the normal turnorer
of labour. An impoftant source
of frictional unemployment is
ycnrng geoplewtrc enterthe hborlr
force and look for jobs. Another
source is people who are in the
process of changing their jobs
and are caught between one job
and the next. Some may quit
because they are dissatisfied

with the type of work or their
working conditions. Others may
be sacked. Whatever the reason,

is

occupations, and location were
changing.

structuml, demaM-defi cient and

unemployment as frictional,

by

b l(qtnesian unemflryment,

when aggregate demand falls
and wages and prices have not

CONCEPTUALISSUES IN

MEASURING
UNEMPLOYMENT IN
NIGERIA

yet adjusted to restore full The need to produce accurate,
employment. Aggregate reliable and timely data, which
demand is deficient because it
is lower than full-employment

are essential for proper formulation

aggregate demand.

describes the unemployment

policies as well as the introduction
and implementation of measures
aimed at reducing unemployment
has engaged the attention of the

created when the wage is

government over the years.

del iberately maintained above

Such data are also necessary for

the level at which the labour
supply and labour demand

manpower planning, monitoring
the number of job seekers,
newly employed persons; and

o Classical Unemployment:

schedules intersect.

It

can be

of employment and income
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people changing or losing jobs
for the purpose of maintaining
up-to-date records and evolving

suitable employment training

evaluated in terms of disguised

which defines unemployed

unemployment and underemployment which are
predominant features of the

the ages of 15-59

and apprenticeship programme.
As a result government agencies
particularly the Federal Office of

sector. Fufthermore, there were

Statistics and Ministry of
Employment, Labour and

ments
such as shoftages of petroleum
products and unsteady supply
of electricity, which adversely
affected economic activities and
reduced the capacity of many
projects ts take-off and create
jobs. The actual unemployment
situation was fufther worsened

Productivity collect data on
employment situation. As noted
earlier, data from the Labour
Exchanges could hardly be
relied upon because unemployed
persons are discouraged from
registering with them due
largely to poor job placements
and lack of social benefits for the
registered unemployed.
The a,emge natbnal unemplryrnent

r&

for the years 199G1999 tuod

at 3.0 per cent. This rate of
unemployment in developed
economies is considered one of
full employment. A causal look

at Table 1 shows that the

cut backs in employment
opportunities in the economy
fo! lowi ng structura I im pedi

by some retrenchment
in both the private and public
sectors. With the rationalization
of public and private sector
employees in recent years, the
informal sector has acted as a

personnel thrown out of their
jobs. A recent survey conducted
by the FOS shows that informal
sector account for about 70 per

unemployment rate ranged
from a low of 2.3 per cent in
1994 to 6.1 percent in1996. In
the rural areas the rate was as

be meaningful and achieve their
set objectives.

evidence abounds that
unemployment rates looms
larger than the proportion
i nd icated. Tl'e lage size of informal
sector activities and its potential

It
policies targeted at the

is obvious that government

u ne m

ployed would not succeed

keepers and persons unable to
work or not interested in work)
who were available for work but
did not do any work in the week
preceding the survey period".
This is further compounded by

inconsistency in government
documents. For instance, all
surveys prior to 1983 used 55
years as cut-off point for working
age but in 1983, it was raised

reversing to 59 years ln 1999.
Yet some categories of people
above the age of 64 still remain
government employees like
judges.

V.

It

CONCLUSION

is evident that, the glaring

disparities in the statistics by the
advanced countries and that of
Nigeria are tacea ble to differences

in definition, concept

and
methodologies used to genemte
data. As a result of the peculiar
nature of the Nigerian economy

as well as most developing
countries, where i nformal sector
is large, the concept and definition
would definitely differ and

unless policy makers know who
they are, how many they are

should take into account the

and how receptive they are to

country. Since those in the

policies. The process of defining
and identiffing the unemployed
in Nigeria is conceptually and

informal and agricultural sectors
are able to subsist from their
income, they are excluded from
the unemployed. They could be
regarded as underemployed.

practically difficult because of
the ever-growing size of the
informa I sector, the diverce nature

for absorbing substantial

of the unemployed and lack of

dampening the Ievel of
unemployment should be

accurate data. These problems
are seen in the definition by the
FederalOffice of Statistics (FOS),

number of unemployed and

(excluding students, home

sponge soaking up unemployed

cent of employment in the
industrial and distributive
trade. Some basic issues have
to be cleared, if policies are to

low as 1.6 per cent in 1995 and
a high of 3.2 per cent in 1992.
However, the low unemployment
rates should be interpreted with
caution. Although data trends
sho\ rcd lont lercl of unemployment

years

to 59 years,"which was later
of staff raised to 64 in 1997 before

composite unemployment rate
ranged from a low of 1.8 per
cent in 1995 to 3.5 percent

in1990. Similarly urban

persons as "all persons between

socio-economic situation in each

Volume 25 No. 4
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TABLE 1

Unemployment Rate
Year

r990

1991

r992

1993

1995

1994

Composite

3.5

3.1

3.4

2.7

Urban

5.9

4.9

4.

3.8

,2.0
2.3

Rural

3.0

2.7

3.2

2.5

1.7

I ,.,
I '.'
1.6
I

1996

L997

3.4

I '.'
6.1
I
2.8
I '.u
u.o

1998

1999

3.2

3.0

4.9

5.5

2.8

2.5

Source: Federal Office of Statistics (FOS)
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